
 

2020 
SOAR HIGH WORKSHOP 

FACEBOOK SPEAKERS COMINED TOTAL …15.655 

 

Followers 3790  | Ovient Management 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/christine-bogers-0b152920/ 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/2155615498010667/ 

 

neXt Facebook group | 396 

Ovient Management  5000 | Followers 354 

Ovient Management FB Group  559 

 

https://www.facebook.com/ovientmanagement 

EVERYTHING WE DO IS CUSTOM TO SUIT YOUR  

SALES AND MARKETING GOALS.  
 

Christine Bogers totals and growing. 

Christine Bogers totals  and growing 

One size does not fit all, everyone business is unique, as are 
your sales and marketing goals, lets see if we are a match? 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/2155615498010667/


  
  

 

 

To whom it may concern? 

 

Hello, my name is Christine Bogers and for the last year I have been developing a movement called neXt, neXt is about helping everyone Soar High 

back into themselves to become whole and complete after living with abuse of any kind through the workshops I have been developing. 

 

This is not a sponsorship proposal at all. It is a presentation to see if we could possibly be a fit and on that note I will just ask these five questions 

below. 

 

1. Who is your target audience? Who are your target customers, and who is your target Market? 

2. What action do your customers take right before they make a purchase? How do you typically get them to take that action? 

3. Tell me about a sponsorship that went badly and why? What made it not produce returns and investments? 

4. What can you tell me about your sales goals for the year? 

5. What do you like to see in a sponsorship proposal? And what is most important for you? 

 

I am going to say “NO” to not sending through a sponsorship package at this stage because I do not understand what you are looking to spend your 

sponsorship dollars on, however I would love to have a five minute Skype meeting or phone call to see if we are able to help you reach your sales and 

marketing targets, coupled with helping you build a larger data base for your company through this workshop before, during and after? Is this possible? 

I look forward to talking soon. 

 

Below is attendee data, demographics, case study, attendee behavior type, Google search daily and monthly on self-improvements in wellness and a 

little bit about the workshop, neXt goals. 

 

Kind regards, 

Christine Bogers. 



 
 

 

 

 

 

  

ATTENDEE DEMOGRAPHICS 

We will fill all 4000 seats over 

two days and have a marketing 

reach of 500.000 within 

Australia.  

This is just for the first 

workshop. 

EXPECTED ATTENDANCE ATTENDEE GENDER 

57% 43% 

Attendee income                                           Attendee Age group 

20% - $25k  
45% - $35k 
15% - $50k 
10% - $75k -$100K  
10% + $100k 

Less than 18 -10% 
25-34 - 20% 
45-54 - 30% 
Over 65 - 3% 

18-25 - 10% 
35-44 - 20% 
55-64 - 7% 

The biggest message and problem in the world is  “I am not 
Enough”  Soar High workshop will be helping people gain  

“Flight within their Light” 

 

Purchase Preferences Stats measured. Measured 
upon the audience from Social media platforms that 
are interested in attending the workshop. Examples 

 
Buy mobile phones annually: 50 answered and 
20% said yes they update their phones annually. 

Out of the 50 answers, 42% said they were the 
decision makers. 

Electronic purchase preference brands? 
15% no preference. 40% said they had stuck 
with their personal preferences, but if a better 
product came along they would look at 
changing it. 20% said they bought what is 
affordable. 

On an average depending on the subjects. 



  

AUDIENCE DATA 

 
Who is our target audience? 
High and Upper middle-class workers, lawyers, Doctors, business 
owners, who use their mobile phones Samsung, iPhone for all 
social media and work requirements. Fathers 
Upper middle-class mothers who have a good income with home-
based businesses. Other transformational speakers, Musicians, 
CEO’s, Corporate workers on middle to high income brackets, 
People willing to walk through changes for a better them. 
 
What action do we want them to take? 
Purchase entry for the whole weekend workshop…Creating your 
new generated leads…Webinars, workshops purchases for 
online… workshops sales at the end of speaking speech… Gain 
valuable feedback… Get people enthusiastic to talk about your 
brand from front entry interactive screens… 
 
How will we measure success? 
Tracking Social Media Activity, Attendee Feedback and Surveys, 
Keep a track of check-ins, Easy Tracking with Event App, Live polls 
and quizzes analytics, Event Registrations, Revenue, Live 
streaming. 
 

ATTENDEES REASONS FOR ATTENDING  WELLNESS WORKSHOPS 

Self-Improvement    ============================ 94% 

Set life goals            ========================= 87% 

Find life’s purpose   ===================== 70% 

Get inspired              ================== 60% 

Better relationships  ================= 58%  

Build better habits    ======= 24&  

Other                        =====10% 

Brisbane, QLD, and Sydney, NSW, seem to the place that hold the most Conferences 
and Workshops due to the higher populations, Perth and Melbourne following suit. 

Producer of the neXt movement theme song and 

sponsor. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

✓ Can we help you connect to your target audience? 
Thereby helping you reach your sales and marketing 
goals? 

✓ Can we help deliver your specific brand experiences 
directly to the audience who attend the Soar High 
Workshop? 

✓ I have a large, growing audience. “The riches are in the 
Niches.” 

✓ Activation time: Can we help convince the audiences to 
purchase from you? Are we a fit to help you produce 
your goals? 

✓ Everything we do is custom, tell us more about your 
Sales and Marketing goals 

✓ Marketing and visibility customized to fit the marketing 
goals of your company the way you want it done. 

 

I am not asking for sponsorship because I 

do not know what you want to spend your 

sponsorship dollars on, a five-minute phone 

call or Skype meeting will give me more 

insight into what you spend your 

sponsorship dollars on and to see if we are 

a match? 

………………………………. 
One of the biggest industries in the world, Self-

improvements, Health and Wellness, Personal Growth. 

In America alone in the Personal Development Industry 
the statics are $9.9 Billion.  

 

 

 ? 
WHAT’S IN IT FOR ME ? 

YOU ASK. 
Everything we do is custom, tell us more about 

your Sales and Marketing goals 

What do you normally spend your sponsorship dollars on? 

What is your preferred audience? 

MMM: EVENT 
SPONSORSHIPS 



 

  \ 

Turning people into potential customers through developing a high data base & followers… Fast tracked. 

Ovient Management 

How Christine Bogers, founder of Ovient Management, 
neXt and the Soar High workshop used a simple reach 

on social media platforms to gather a data base to drive 
more followers for Christine’s neXt movement and 

Christine’s Speaking and Speakers Events Management 
business she has developed over the last six months.. 

 

Using engaging ads where the audience needs 
were met with the issues a lot of people face 

today, amplifying trending content across 
multiple channels. 

Christine drove over 406.416 visits to her 
website and over 10.000 to Social Media 

platforms in 6 months. 
Christine has a registered 20.000 conversion 
awaiting her sales of her four books once she 

has published them. 

Challenge: New business, New country, No leads, New Facebook and 
Social media platforms, No insightful experience on Marketing. I was 
my first customer to create customers for my events business. 
Solution:  

1) Produced business cards and went out and introduced 
myself to the businesses in  the local community offering 
15% off the first event they employed me to do, if they 
signed up on my Social media platforms, shared and then 
registered on my website, they got a further 5% off their 
events, no limit to time frames.  

2) Advertised with competition added to advertisements to 
draw in customers. 

3) Self-taught SEO, Marketing, Sales & Digital Marketing. 
Benefits:  Self-taught in a lot of marketing so as to produce a large 
data base. 
Results. Produced large data base and created events for clients and 
also could offer marketing for their events as an extra product. 
Package deals. 

 
In fact, according to the Nielsen Book Scan which surveys Australian book retailers, the personal development genre jumped by 35 per cent in 

2018, after an 83 per cent growth in 2017. Talk about self-improvement – it's now a market worth more than $53,000,000 annually as is 
attending workshops for self-improvement within Australia. 

The Soar High workshop has employed a Marketing company to do all the marketing.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How much is the personal development industry worth? 

 
A Successful Industry Including market segments from 
holistic approaches, motivational speakers, inspirational 
websites, personal coaching, and other forms of personal 
development, the net worth of this industry is estimated 
to be almost $11 billion worldwide and growing.  
…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
 Small Case Study x 2 

 
Contracted in to develop marketing and 
events for a Restaurant Country Tavern in 
need of clients.  
 
Launched a new text messaging promotion 
towards young adults in the Christchurch 
area. Via a local radio DJ, advertised the 
text message promotion on-air and ran 
mobile internet ads encouraging people to 
opt-in to text message promotions. The 
result was 7,500 consumers opting in. 18% 
of participants forwarded or showed the 
text message promotion to their friends. 
35% of the participants considered 
themselves more likely to venture out on 
the weekend to buy a BBQ meal and a 
drink. 27% increase in Tavern traffic 
occurred due to the mobile promotion. 

The local  Indian restaurant I was contracted in to drive more traffic with its re-
branding under new management.. I  focused its communication strategy 
exclusively on Facebook from the beginning, beginning with a contest to decide 
the name of the new restaurant, which sparked hundreds of interactions. 
 
The target audience was defined by geographic location—within a 6-mile radius 
of the restaurant. The target and geographical area have been expanded over 
time to test the potential for new restaurants in more distant locations. 
 
Two months before opening day, I began posting pictures of its innovative dishes 
on Facebook. The posts aroused enormous interest and people began to press for 
more precise information on the location of the restaurant and the opening. 
 
The restaurant’s opening day attracted over 500 people. The first image I posted 
on the Facebook page became the best seller over a month selling just over 3000 
dishes. Amritsari Machli Is like a spicy fish and chips. 



   

 

Creator - Has the capacity to create things from scratch 

 
Critiquer 

- Comments on the work of others. 
- Unwilling to create anything himself 

 

Collector 
- Collects sets of things 
- Defines success as finishing collections. 

 
Sharer  

- Willing to share others ideas. 
- This person is all thumbs up and willing to share on social media        
early and often. 

 

Joiner 
- Likes contests. 

 
Spectators / In actives 

- These people sit back and observe. 

 

ATTENDEES BEHAVIOR TYPE 
ATTENDEE BEHAVIOR TYPE                                                                           TYPE DESCRIPTION 

The common thing all attendees have, is they seek to better themselves and grow, therefore, they are willing to attend 
workshops, apply to do online seminars and anything else it takes to gain personal insightful tools for personal growth. 

Self-help and wellness workshops are one of the top searched Google trends with a high demographic reach daily, 
See below Australian daily and month search percentage.  



            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Google search “Wellness” on a Daily and Monthly basis  

 

Daily           Monthly 



  
  

Become a part of change for all, giving our children’s future “hope.” 

Soar High workshop Speakers 

             Tracie Kelly                                            Trent Quapp                                          Jezza Williams                                     Christine Bogers 

Tracie's passion for hypnosis and 

counselling are the gifts she has 

to serve and help her clients get 

from where they are in their lives 

to where they want to be. 

Not only will Trent inspire you, 

but he will also teach you how to 

fight adversity, take your skills to 

a higher level, and make you a 

better person in both your personal 

life and your professional life 

Let Jezza open your mind to 

possibilities, life lessons and 

understanding your only 

limitation is yourself. 

A born adventurer from 

humble beginnings to a world 

traveler, international outdoor 

guide & pioneering adaptive 

adventure consultant. 

 

  

 

Kiwi country kid with a 

When you feel broken, what is 

being given to you is the gift of 

growth. What is happening to 

you is you are shedding your 

old and making way for the 

new YOU, these are 

steppingstones towards a better 

you.. Christine will give you 

the tools to keep your negative 

thoughts at bay. 



  MAKE A DIFFERENCE 

 

 
. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We are all enough, we were all born whole and complete from the 

moment of conception. Then, human intervention knocks you off your 

path and lays down self-doubts and in return creates negative self-talk 

which prevents movement forwards, self-belief and most of all, 

confidence in whom we all are as individuals. 

 

In this workshop the two speakers will be giving the attendees the 

tools to combat self-doubts, helping them turn their lives around, 

mastering self-worth, challenging adversity head on and placing them 

back on their God given path, teaching everyone to Soar High so they 

can have “Flight within their Light” without any apologies what so ever. 

The biggest problem with the world today is, 

“I am not enough.” 

YOU ARE ENOUGH. 



neXt movement is for those against abuse of all kinds, Child abuse, Domestic 

violence against either sex, yes, both Males, Females and Children who 

witness this and become the next link in the chain of abuse, either victims or 

perpetrators. It is time for neXt for all. 

 

neXt will be forming a united collective of all HUMANS to make change once 

and for all. Then we are no longer sitting in the male and female corners 

screaming at each other saying who is worse off. Violence is violence and it is 

time for neXt developing a snowball effect for our children’s futures. 

 

I have come up with an idea to help drive more awareness and break down 

the barriers of the stigma, shame and silence behind domestic violence, 

psychological physical and sexual abuse for all humans, of all races, sexes 

and ages. Violence of any kind has no gender, and it is time to stop the 

shame that boys and men are not abused. 

 

Are you willing to say neXt? 

        Combined total… 15.655  



6 things every human has a need for. 

1. Certainty – This is the need for stability, safety, security and comfort. If people don’t 

have certainty, they will have a hard time focusing on anything else. 

 

2. Uncertainty/Variety – If there is too much certainty, life becomes boring as 

everything is predictable. People have a need for excitement, adventure and 

challenges. 

 

3. Significance – People have a need to feel valued, unique, important, special or 

needed. 

 

4. Connection/Love – People want to feel connected to someone or something. 

Communities of like-minded people or a strong mission can attract people to a cause 

or group. 

 

5. Growth – People have a need to expand themselves through learning and mastery 

of a skill or knowledge. 

 

6. Contribution – Having a purpose gives people strength and enables them to feel 

empowered and valued. Especially when their contribution to something or somebody 

has an impact 

Followers 3790  
https://www.linkedin.com/in/christine-bogers-0b152920/ 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Motivational speaker and advocate | Youth worker volunteer | Self-help philosopher 

       Marketing Plan  
The REAL secret to professional speaking success? 

DELIVER. MASSIVE. VALUE. 
 
Category Strategy 

Objective To attract an audience who are looking to be educated in their personal wellbeing through workshops. For the 

speakers to convert attendees into buyers in their respective businesses. To fill all seats over the weekend 

workshop in Brisbane 2020. To help sponsors gain more exposure, revenue through promotion and during our 

workshops and to partner up long-term. 

Positioning Statement A unique workshop giving people internal worth in a unique, yet fun way after living with abuse.  
Target Persona Men and Woman aged 25-40+ | Affluent professionals; high incomes (90K+) Aware of social media | Heavy Mobile 

users | laid back but driven and flexible to change | Read a lot and watch the news. 

Offering to customers Add one lower-priced program offered by speakers during the Soar High workshop and two higher cost programs. 

Distribution Marketing company employed to handle all digital marketing, marketing advertising, graphics etc. for the event. 

Price Strategy Offering affordable, through to high end pricing for workshops and speakers’ programs. 

Service Strategy Entry ticket sales available through all major online chains. 

Promotion Strategy Develop a new campaign weekly that focuses on the positioning, “emphasize higher price and designer look” 

Marketing Research Conduct customer audit and identify new market opportunities through digital marketing, ticket sales and online 

responses through social media platforms.  
Key Strategies  Growth Strategy -Market penetration, product development, market expansion and diversification.  

Marketing channels  Mobile app | Mobile platforms and advertising | Social: Facebook, twitter, LinkedIn | Instagram | Music streaming 

platforms | Spotify | Soundcloud | Outdoor advertising. Email Campaigns | website registration through linked 

ticketing systems. | Live streaming from the event. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Vision  
Soar High - neXt workshops are vital for developing change and the wellbeing of all Australians and New Zealanders. 

 

Mission.   
To lead strong and vibrant workshops to help unite everyone as a whole collective for change within themselves first and then as a whole community united team. 

Giving them the tools to lead sound and solid healthy lifestyles, in hope this builds the momentum into a snowball effect for our children’s futures. 

 

AIMS. 

 

Advance Education  Providing Community Benefits 

 
• Promoting and facilitating training opportunities 

• Holding workshops, conferences and events that benefit the wellbeing of 

anyone wanting change either in the community or workplace. 

• Advocating on issues affecting the wellbeing of our local and wider 

communities.  

• A reduction in the numbers of abuse against Children, Male and Female  

Domestic violence  

• Suicide awareness education on the statistics of male suicide and the 

reasons behind the high daily numbers. 

• Demonstrations that they can make difference at a local level 

• A change in perceptions on the real effects of childhood trauma and where 

it leads them into their adult life.  

• Personal wellbeing through the subconscious mind. 

• Free workshops offered to lower income families.  

• Public mental health priority. 

 
▪ Creating and increasing community confidence in the Soar High 

Workshops and the neXt movement. 

▪ Providing accreditation programs from all speakers and coaches 

involved 

▪ Promoting the purpose and use of attending any Soar High workshops 

and supporting the neXt movement. 

• Offering affordable entry to the Soar High workshops 

• Building a sustainable infrastructure through the neXt movement and 

Soar High workshops. 

• Increased synergy. By developing collaborative relationships that can 

build critical mass and credibility.  

• Mapping and linking current initiatives can create a clearer and more 

comprehensive picture of local risks. By sharing best practice and 

developing an integrated problem-solving approach to planning, 

duplications will be reduced. 

• An increase in impact and reach. One message many voices, resulting 

in the continuity of messages and interventions, and their sustainability. 

• Improvements in perceptions of safety, the creation of vibrant yet safe 

environments and, ultimately, increased well-being with a reduction in 

the incidence of injuries/violence/crime/alcohol related harm. 

 

 



 

 

  

 

When we start to stand up against child abuse, then society will start to see changes against all self-abuse, Suicide, 

Domestic violence, Drug addiction, Violence, Rape, Child abuse, Alcoholism, Etc. lesson. 

Are you willing to say neXt for all as a united collective? 

HELPING EVERYONE UP AND OUT OF ABUSE. 

GIVING CHILDREN A VOICE.  
Children are born knowing nothing, if they are a raised 

around, drugs, gangs, abuse of any kind, then this 

becomes their role modeling into adulthood, and the 

next link in the chain is developed in the cycle of 

abuse within our generational denials. 

Time for neXt for all. 

 

You can never judge a naughty child because all 

children are raised by adults, children learn through 

actions not words, adults teach through their 

dysfunctional behavior, and this becomes the child’s 

norm, and carried into their adulthood, cold hard fact. 

 

You cannot complain if you are not willing to stand up 

and say neXt for all children to build a sound and solid 

society within our children’s futures. 

Abuse of all kinds has no gender, age, religion or wealth. It is a 

denial if you think that abuse of any kind only happens in low the 

income society bracket, “thinking that” is what the “myth” is. 

It is also a myth that Domestic Violence only happens to woman, 

that is one of the biggest lies and is one of the major causes 

behind male suicide. Men are beings and have feeling’s like all 

humans, and woman can be abusive. These women realize that 

the society’s thinking prevents them from being in the forefront of 

DV, this gives them permission so can use every lie and excuse 

to hand on the blame to the male. It is time to stop enabling this 

behavior in woman and for us to say neXt, in support of men who 

suffer at the hands and mouths of woman, then we are giving 

men a voice as well. If we continue to support that dysfunctional 

thinking, that “men don’t suffer’  then this is given to our children 

futures and the cycle continues on and nothing changes. Time for 

neXt for all, not one gender only. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The goal is to have the team do 
presentations over a two-day period at 
the Brisbane Convention Centre. 
 
To market the event “Soar High” to all of 
Australia attracting attendees from every 
State and Territory within Australia. 
 
The capacity is 4200 and the goal is to fill 
every seat for the whole weekend. 
 
Gain sponsorships or backers for the Soar 
High neXt workshop in Brisbane. 
 
To have The Creative Collective as our 
marketing agent and help us engage with 
potential sponsorships. 
 

 

 

Brisbane Convention Center?? 



___ 

    FORM OF INTEREST 
You design what you require not us. 

Completed form can be returned to christineb@ovientmanagement.com 

Ph; +6421 125 1946  
Please contact us with any questions. 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 
 
 

Company Name Main Contact Person 

 
    

  

Contact E-mail Address 
 

Contact Phone Number 
 

    
  

 

 

 

Address 

 
 
 

City/ /Zip Code 

 

 
 

 

 

Event Director owner of 
Ovient Management  
Christine Bogers 
E: christineb@ovientmanagement.com 
 

  

 

 

M: +6421 125 1946 
 

                     
 
                     

 

I look forward to having a 
conversation about if we are a fit or 
not?  

What would you like to spend your sponsorship dollars on?  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

 

 
  Office use only. 
 

Ref: 

Date Received: 

mailto:christineb@ovientmanagement.com

